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Abstract
There are many machine learning algorithms that tries to solve the question answering
using the natural language. In old day, the bag of words was popular amongst others which tries
to answer the question that are pre-defined by the developers. Using this method, developers
have to spend a lot of time writing the questions and answer for the particular questions. This
method was very useful for the chat bots but was not able to answer the questions for the huge
database. Modern Natural Language Processor are dominated by the models called transformers.
Using these transformers library, the Bert QA model was introduced by HuggingFace which
reads through the text context provided by the user and tries to answer the questions related to
that text context. This model has been promising in answering the complex question from a large
document. For example, if one company have a report regarding their financial years that been
fed through the model, user can just ask question regarding the certain year or the profits they
made for particular year. And without scrolling through the documents the answer can be found
with the matter of seconds.
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Introduction
The Question Answering have been a very crucial part of any language study. The term
Question Answering here comes from the reading comprehensive where the reader is given
certain paragraphs to read and answer some questions related to those paragraphs. Using this
concept, there are many models that are trained to do so using machine learning algorithms. They
can understand the text context and answer the question related to that context. They can answer
using the natural language that we are used to. It not only answers but also tries to correctly
understand the sentiments of questions and look for the particular text or sentence it is looking
for. To achieve this, I will be using the “Bert Model from HugginFace Transformers” which are
available from the HugginFace websites to download and use. I will also be using different
libraries in python to achieve this.
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SQuAD
SQUAD stands for Stanford Question Answering Dataset which is a reading
comprehension dataset. It is collection of question posed by crowd workers on a set of Wikipedia
articles, where the answer to every question is a segment of text or span from the corresponding
reading passage is. SQuAD 1.1 was used to fine tune the model which contains 100,000+
question-answer pairs on 500+ articles.

BERT Explained
What is BERT?
BERT, Bi-directional Encoder Representation from Transformer, is language model by
Google which can be used for Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks. BERT is a transfer
learning model meaning that it is being trained for one task but can be reuse for another task.
BERT is a trained Transformer Encoder stack, with twelve in the Base version, and twenty-four
in the Large version. There is many BERT provided by Hugginface for multiple tasks like,
Summarization, Fill-Mask, Question-Answering etc. For the purpose of this paper, I will discuss
about the BERT Question-Answering where the model is feed with the context and a question
which will generate the answer based on the context.

Architecture
BERT is a trained Transformer Encoder Stack with twelve in the Base version and
twenty-four in Large Version. As in Fig 1, I have included the Bert model with the embedding
layer at the top, Encoder Layer (included just one but will repeat same 12 times on Base and 24
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times on Large), and end layer with Linear Layer.Before the first layer of encoder, the positional

Figure 1

embedding is added. The output of the last layer is fed into layer containing linear layer and
SoftMax and generates the predicted probability of the start of the answer and the end position of
the answer.
Input Processing
For this experiment, we use publicly available Bert-model(bert-large-uncased-wholeword-masking-finetuned-squad) that has already been pre-trained and fine-tuned on SQUAD V1
dataset which consists of 100,000+ questions. For the question answering task, Bert takes the
input question and passage (context) as a single packed sequence. The input embeddings are the
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sum of the token embeddings and the segment embeddings. Below is the process of input
processing.
Token embeddings: A [CLS] token is added to the input word tokens at the beginning of the
question and a [SEP] token is inserted at the end of both the question and the paragraph.
Segment embeddings: A marker indicating Sentence A or Sentence B is added to each token.
This allows the model to distinguish between sentences. In the below example, all tokens marked
as A belong to the question, and those marked as B belong to the paragraph.
Here is an example input processing that includes passage, question, Tokens, segment_ids and
Input ids. Note that the segment ids only include 0 and 1 which represents question and a passage
text respectively.

Figure 2
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Getting Answer
After passing the input tokens through layers of transformers, it generates the word
embedding and also introduces a start vector.The probability of each word being the start-word is
calculated by taking a dot product between the final embedding of the word and the start vector
and applies SoftMax over all the words. The word with the highest probability value is
considered the start of the answer.

Figure 3

It repeats the same process to find the end-word of an answer.
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Once we find the start and end word, we can generate a full answer text from the context
by grabbing the start word to end word.
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Setting up the environment.
The link above to the git hub have all necessary packages that needs to be installed for
the project to work. Once python 3.6 has been installed, we can follow below code to install the
required packages as well.
# pip install -r requirement.txt
This will install all the required packages for the project. There are 2 main python modules that I
have written that are in the heart of this project.
1. loadModel.py : This module will load the BERT model process inputs and generates
outputs. This module has a class QAPipe which we will use to interact with the BERT
model.
2. create_dataset.py: This module will create a dataset from either text or article from web
address. It has a class named Create_DS which is used to generate the clean context from
either a text passage or article from the internet.
Also, I have included the jupyter notebook that anyone can use to better understand the model
and how it works.

THE PROCESS
Firstly, we load the modules as shown on the picture “Figure 5”:

Figure 5

After importing the modules, we can start using as shown below on Figure 6.
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Figure 6

As shown on Figure 6, we use the passage text: “John is a 10-year-old boy. He is the son
of Robert Smith. Elizabeth Davis is Robert's wife. She teaches at UC Berkeley. Sophia Smith is
Elizabeth's daughter. She studies at UC Davis”. We have model as QAPipe(p.ds) after loading
the text to our p=create_dataset which will clean the text. We get the answer by calling one of the
methods called get_output by feeding our question. This method will return the answer including
the start and end index, start and end token score and start and end word score.

Visualization
Below Figure 7 shows the visualization of the start word and the end word weight so that
the model can select the best possible answer.
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Conclusion
In addition to question answering task, BERT can also understand the language structure
and handle dependencies across sentences. It can apply simple logic to answer the questions. As
mention on above example, BERT was able to answer the question “Which college does John’s
sister attend?” correctly without any mention of john’s sister in the context “John is a 10-year-old
boy. He is the son of Robert Smith. Elizabeth Davis is Robert's wife. She teaches at UC
Berkeley. Sophia Smith is Elizabeth's daughter. She studies at UC Davis”. Also note that the
longer passage can be passed through the model but if the length of the question and passage
exceeds 512 tokens, the code will automatically truncate the extra part. These models can be
used in very useful environment like chat-bot, querying the long business reports, etc.
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